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FLUCTUATIONS IN HEAVY ION COLLISIONS�V. KohLawrene Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA(Reeived Otober 30, 2002)The physis of �utuations in heavy ion ollisions is disussed and a fewexamples for atual measurements are presented.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q 1. IntrodutionThe study and analysis of �utuations are an essential method to har-aterize a physial system. In general, one an distinguish between severallasses of �utuations. On the most fundamental level there are quantum�utuations, whih arise if the spei� observable does not ommute withthe Hamiltonian of the system under onsideration. These �utuations prob-ably play less a role for the physis of heavy ion ollisions. Seond, there are�dynamial� �utuations re�eting the dynamis and responses of the sys-tem. They help to haraterize the properties of the bulk (semi-lassial)desription of the system. Examples are density �utuations, whih areontrolled by the ompressibility of the system. Finally, there are �trivial��utuations indued by the measurement proess itself, suh as �nite numberstatistis, et. These need to be understood, ontrolled and subtrated inorder to aess the dynamial �utuations whih tell as about the propertiesof the system.Flutuations are also losely related to phase transitions. The well knownphenomenon of ritial opalesene is a result of �utuations at all lengthsales due to a seond order phase transition. First order transitions, on theother hand, give rise to bubble formation, i.e. density �utuations at theextreme. Considering the rihness of the QCD phase-diagram as skethed inFig. 1 the study of �utuations in heavy ions physis should lead to a rihset of phenomena.� Presented at the XLII Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,May 31�June 9, 2002. (4219)
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Fig. 1. Shemati piture of the QCD phase-diagram.The most e�ient way to address �utuations of a system reated ina heavy ion ollision is via the study of Event-by-Event (E-by-E) �utua-tions, where a given observable is measured on an event by event basis andthe �utuations are studied over the ensemble of the events. In most ases(namely when the �utuations are Gaussian) this analysis is equivalent tothe measurement of two partile orrelations over the same region of aep-tane [1℄. Consequently, �utuations tell us about the 2-point funtions ofthe system, whih in turn determine the response of the system to externalperturbations.In the framework of statistial physis, whih appears to desribe thebulk properties of heavy ion ollisions up to RHIC energies, �utuationsmeasure so alled suseptibilities of the system. These suseptibilities alsodetermine the response of the system to external fores. For example, bymeasuring �utuations of the net eletri harge in a given rapidity interval,one obtains information on how this (sub)system would respond to applyingan external (stati) eletri �eld. In other words, by measuring �utuationsone gains aess to the same fundamental properties of the system as �tabletop� experiments dealing with marosopi probes. In the later ase, ofourse, �utuation measurements would be impossible.In addition, the study of �utuations may reveal information beyondits thermodynami properties. If the system expands, �utuations may befrozen in early and thus tell us about the properties of the system prior toits thermal freeze out. A well known example are the �utuations in theosmi mirowave bakground radiation, as �rst observed by COBE [2℄.The �eld of Event-by-Event �utuations is relatively new to heavy ionphysis and ideas and approahes are just being developed. So far, most ofthe analysis has onentrated on transverse momentum and harge �utua-tions.Transverse momentum �utuations should be sensitive to temperature/energy �utuations [3, 4℄. These in turn provide a measure of the heat a-paity of the system [5℄. Sine the QCD phase transition is assoiated with



Flutuations in Heavy Ion Collisions 4221a maximum of the spei� heat, the temperature �utuations should exhibita minimum in the exitation funtion. It has also been argued [6, 7℄ thatthese �utuations may provide a signal for the long range �utuations asso-iated with the tri-ritial point of the QCD phase diagram. In the viinityof the ritial point the transverse momentum �utuations should inrease,leading to a maximum of the �utuations in the exitation funtion.Charge �utuations [8, 9℄, on the other hand, are sensitive to the fra-tional harges arried by the quarks. Therefore, if an equilibrated partoniphase has been reahed in these ollisions, the harge �utuations per en-tropy would be about a fator of 2 to 3 smaller than in an hadroni senario.2. Flutuations in a thermal systemTo a good approximation the system produed in a high energy heavyion ollision an be onsidered to be lose to thermal equilibrium. Thereforelet us �rst review the properties of �utuations in a thermal system. Most ofthis an be found in standard textbooks on statistial physis suh as e.g. [5℄and we will only present the essential points here.Typially one onsiders a thermal system in the grand-anonial ensem-ble. This is the most relevant desription for heavy ion ollisions sineusually only a part of the system � typially around mid-rapidity � isonsidered. Thus the exhange of energy and onserved quantum numberswith the rest of the system, whih serves as a heat-bath, is possible. Thereare, however, important exeptions when the number of onserved quantais small. In this ase an expliit treatment of these onserved harges isrequired, leading to a anonial desription of the system [10℄ and to sig-ni�ant modi�ations of the �utuations, as we shall diuss below. Let us�rst disuss �utuations based on a grand anonial ensemble and then laterpoint out the di�erenes if a anonial treatment is alled for.2.1. Flutuations in a grand anonial ensembleAssuming we are dealing with a system with one onserved quantumnumber (suh as the eletri harge, baryon number et.) the grand anon-ial partition funtion is given by1Z = Xstates iDij exp(��(Ĥ � �Q̂))jiE � Tr hexp(��(Ĥ � �Q̂))i ; (1)1 We restrit ourselves to one onserved harge. Of ourse the are several onservedquantumnumbers for a heavy ion ollision. The extension of the formalism to multipleonserved harges is straightforward.



4222 V. Kohwhere � = 1=T represents the temperature T of the system and Q is theonserved harge under onsideration. Here the sum overs a omplete set of(many partile) states. The relevant free energy F is related to the partitionfuntion via F = �T logZ : (2)For a thermal system, typial �utuations are Gaussian [5℄ and are har-aterized be the mean dispersion
(ÆX)2� � 
X2�� hXi2 ; (3)with hXi = 1ZTr hx̂ exp(��(Ĥ � �Q̂))i � Tr [x̂�̂℄ ;
X2� = 1ZTr hx̂2 exp(��(Ĥ � �Q̂))i � Tr [x̂2�̂℄ ; (4)where we have introdued the statistial operator�̂ � 1Z exp(��(Ĥ � �Q̂)) = exp(��(Ĥ � �Q̂� F )) : (5)In the following, h: : :i will always refer to thermal averages if not notedotherwise.In partiular �utuations of quantities whih haraterize the thermalsystem, suh as the energy or the onserved harges, an be expressed interms of appropriate derivatives of the partition funtion. Of speial interestin the ontext of heavy ion ollisions are energy/temperature �utuations,whih are often related to the �utuations of the transverse momentum aswell as eletri harge/baryon number �utuations.2.1.1. Flutuations of the energy and of the onserved hargesAs already pointed out at the beginning of this hapter when analyzingthe system reated in a heavy ion ollisions, one usually studies only a smallsubsystem around mid rapidity. In a statistial framework, this situationis best represented by a grand anonial ensemble, where the exhange ofonserved quantum number with the rest of the system is taken into aount.The equilibrium state is then haraterized by the appropriate onjugatevariables, namely the temperature and the hemial potentials for the energyand the onserved quantities, respetively.As a onsequene, energy as well as the onserved harges may �utuateand the size of �utuations reveals additional properties of the matter, theso alled suseptibilities, whih haraterize the response of the system toexternal fores.



Flutuations in Heavy Ion Collisions 4223For example, the �utuation of the onserved harge in the subsystemunder onsideration is given by
(ÆQ)2� = T 2 �2��2 logZ = �T �2��2F : (6)Similarly, �utuations of the energy an be expressed in terms of derivativesof the partition funtion with respet to the temperature
(ÆE)2� = �2��2 logZ = �T 3 �2�T 2F = T 2CV : (7)Note that the energy �utuations are proportional to the heat apaity of thesystem. Thus one would expet that these �utuations obtain a maximum asthe system moves through the QCD phase-transition, whih, among others,is haraterized by a maximum of the heat apaity.An alternative way [3,4℄ is to study temperature �utuations, whih areinversely proportional to the heat apaity [5℄
(ÆT )2� = T 2CV : (8)However, for situation at hand, whih is best desribed by a grand anonialensemble, energy �utuations appear to be the more appropriate observable.The seond derivatives of the free energy, whih haraterize the �utu-ations, are usually referred to as suseptibilities. Thus we have the hargesuseptibility �Q = � 1V �2��2F (9)and the �energy suseptibility��E = � 1V �2�T 2F = v ; (10)whih is usually referred to as the spei� heat. And just as the spei�heat determines the response of the (sub)system to a hange of temperaturethe harge suseptibility haraterizes the response to a hange of hemialpotential. In ase of eletri harge, this would be the response to an exter-nal eletri �eld. Consequently, by measuring the �utuations one obtainsinformation about some fundamental properties of the system, the susep-tibilities, i.e. the responses to external fores.In thermal �eld theory these suseptibilities are given by orrelation fun-tions of the appropriate operators. For example the harge suseptibility is



4224 V. Kohgiven by the spae-like limit of the stati time�time omponent of the ele-tromagneti urrent�urrent orrelator [11�14℄�Q = �00(! = 0; q ! 0) ; (11)with ���(k) = iZ d4x exp(�ikx) h�̂T �(ju(x)ju(0))i : (12)It is interesting to note, that the harge suseptibility is diretly propor-tional to the eletri mass [11℄m2el = �e2�Q : (13)Equation (11) allows to alulate the eletri mass in any given model (seee.g. [13�17℄ and in partiular in Lattie QCD [18, 19℄. Sine dilepton andphoton prodution rates are given in terms of the imaginary part of thesame urrent�urrent orrelation funtion � taken at di�erent values of !and q � model alulations for these proesses will also give preditionsfor the harge suseptibility, whih then an be ompared with lattie QCDresults. As shown in [13℄ an extration of the �Q from Dilepton data viadispersion relations, however, is not possible. For that one needs also infor-mation for the spae-like part �00 whih is not easily aessible by heavyion experiments.Charge �utuations are of partiular interest to heavy ion ollisions, sinethey provide a signature for the existene of a de-on�ned Quark GluonPlasma phase [8, 9℄. Let us, therfore, disuss harge �utuations in moredetail.Consider a lassial ideal gas of positively and negatively harged parti-les of harge �q. The �utuations of the total harge ontained in a sub-system of N partiles is then given by
(ÆQ)2� = q2 
(Æ(N+ �N�))2�= q2 �
(ÆN+)2�+ 
(ÆN�)2�� 2 hÆ(N�N+)i� : (14)Sine orrelations are absent in an ideal gas, hÆ(N�N+)i = 0. Furthermore,for a lassial ideal gas 
(ÆN)2� = hNi (15)and, therefore, 
(ÆQ)2� = q2 hN+ +N�i = q2 hNhi ; (16)



Flutuations in Heavy Ion Collisions 4225where Nh = N++N� denotes the total number of harged partiles. Takingquantum statistis into aount modi�es the results somewhat, sine thenumber �utuations are not Poisson anymore (see e.g. [20℄)
Æ(N)2� = hNi�1� Z d3p(2�)3n�(p)� � !� hNi : (17)Here, (+) refers to Bosons and (�) to Fermions, and n�(p) represents therespetive single partile distribution funtions. For the temperatures anddensities reahed in heavy ion ollisions, however, the orretions due toquantum statistis are small. For a pion gas at temperature T = 170MeV!� = 1:13 [21℄.Obviously, harge �utuations are sensitive to the square of the harges ofthe partiles in the gas. This an be utilized to distinguish a Quark GluonPlasma, whih ontains partiles of frational harge, from a hadron gaswhere the partiles arry unit harge. Charge �utuations per partile shouldbe smaller in a Quark Gluon Plasma than in a hadron gas. The appropriateobservable to study is the harge �utuations per entropy. To illustrate thispoint let us onsider a noninterating pion gas and Quark�Gluon gas in thelassial approximation. Corretions due to quantum statistis and due tothe presene of resonanes are disussed in detail in [8, 9, 22℄. In a neutralpion gas the harge �utuations are due to the harged pions, whih areequally abundant 
(ÆQ)2��gas� = hN�+i+ hN��i ; (18)whereas in a Quark Gluon Plasma the quarks and anti-quarks are responsiblefor the harge �utuations
(ÆQ)2�QGP = Q2u hNui+Q2d hNdi = 59 hNqi ; (19)where Nq = Nu = Nd denotes the number of quarks and anti-quarks. Fora lassial ideal gas of mass-less partiles the entropy is given byS = 4 hNi (20)and thus we have for a pion gasSpion�gas = 4 (hN�+i+ hN��i+ hN�0i) ; (21)and for a Quark Gluon PlasmaSQGP = 4 (hNui+ hNdi+ hNgi) = 4 (2 hNqi+ hNgi) ; (22)



4226 V. Kohwhere Ng denotes the number of gluons. Therefore, the ratio of harge�utuation per entropy in a pion gas is
(ÆQ)2�S pion�gas = 16 ; (23)whereas for a 2-�avor Quark Gluon Plasma it is
(ÆQ)2�S QGP = 124 : (24)Consequently, the harge �utuations per degree of freedom in a QuarkGluon Plasma are a fator of four smaller than in a pion gas. Hadroniresonanes, whih onstitute a onsiderable fration of a hadron gas reduethe result for the pion gas by about 30 % [9,22℄, leaving still a fator 3 signalfor the existene of the Quark Gluon Plasma.The above ratio, 
(ÆQ)2�=S an also be alulated using lattie QCD [18℄,and, above the ritial temperature, the value agree rather well with thatobtained in our simple Quark Gluon Plasma model here [9℄. More reentalulations for the harge suseptibility [19℄ give a somewhat smaller value,whih would make the observable even more suitable.Unfortunately, present lattie alulation are not available for this ratiobelow the ritial temperature. Here one has to resort to hadroni modelalulations. This has been done in [14,15℄ using either a virial expansion, ahiral low energy expansion or an expliit diagrammati alulation. In allases, the ratio is slightly inreased due to interations, thus enhaning thesignal for the Quark Gluon Plasma.The question then remains, how to measure this ratio in an atual ex-periment. This has been disussed in [9℄, where is was proposed to studythe �utuations of the ratio of positively over negatively harged partileD = hNhi*�ÆN+N��2+ ' 4 D(ÆQ)2EhNhi � D(ÆQ)2ES : (25)For a pion gas, Dpion�gas = 4 whereas for a QGP, DQGP ' 1�1.5, where theunertainty arises from relating the entropy S with the number of hargedpartiles hNhi. Hadroni resonanes introdue additional orrelations, whihredue the value of the pion gas to Dhadron�gas ' 3, but still a fator of 2larger then the value for the QGP.The key question of ourse is, how an these redued �utuations beobserved in the �nal state whih onsists of hadrons. Should one not expetthat the �utuations will be those of the hadron gas? The reason, why it



Flutuations in Heavy Ion Collisions 4227should be possible to see the harge �utuations of the initial QGP has todo with the fat that harge is a onserved quantity. Imagine one measuresin eah event the net harge in a given rapidity interval �y suh that�yoll � �y � �ymax ; (26)where �ymax is the width of the total harge distribution and �yoll is thetypial rapidity shift due to hadronization and re-sattering in the hadroniphase. If, as it is expeted, strong longitudinal �ow develops already inthe QGP-phase, the number of harges inside the rapidity window �y fora given event is essentially frozen in. And if �y � �yoll neither hadroniza-tion nor the subsequent ollisions in the hadroni phase will be very e�etiveto transport harges in and out of this rapidity window. Thus, the E-by-Eharge-�utuations measured at the end re�et those of the initial state,when the longitudinal �ow is developed. Ref. [23℄ arrives at the same onlu-sion on the basis of a Fokker�Plank type equation desribing the relaxationof the harge �utuation in a thermal environment.In Fig. 2 we show the results of an URQMD alulation [24℄, wherethe variable D is plotted versus the size of the rapidity window �y. Forlarge �y the results have to be orreted for harge onservation e�ets;if all harges are aepted, global harge onservation leads to vanishing�utuations (open symbols in Fig. 2). This an be easily orreted for(for details see [24℄). The resulting values for D are shown as full sym-bols in Fig. 2. They agree niely with the predition for the resonane gas,
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4228 V. Kohas the should, sine the URQMD model does not ontain any partoni de-grees of freedom. For small �y the orrelations imposed by the resonanesare lost, beause only one of the deay produts is aepted. As a resultwe see an inrease of D. For very small �y, when hNi ' 1, the ratio Dis not well de�ned for events with hN�i = 0, and, therefore, annot serveas a observable. Alternative observables, measuring the same quantity havebeen proposed and studied in [25℄.First results from experiments have been reported. Phenix [26℄, whihmeasures with a small rapidity aeptane, �nds harge �utuations on-sistent with a resonane gas. Also, CERES, NA49 as well as STAR havereported preliminary results [27℄. All are onsistent with either a pion gasor a resonane gas. No indiation for a QGP so far. These �ndings haveprompted ideas, that possibly a onstituent quark plasma, without gluons,has been produed [28℄. However, the measurement of additional observableswould be needed in order to distinguish this from a hadroni gas.But maybe the present range of �y is so small, that the harge �utua-tions have time to assume the value of the resonane gas. Thus a detailedanalysis of D as a funtion of �y is needed, before any �rm onlusions anbe drawn. 2.2. Flutuations in a anonial ensembleAs pointed out in the beginning of this hapter, one the number ofonserved quanta is small, i.e. of the order of one per event, the grandanonial treatment, where harges are onserved only on the average, isnot adequate anymore. Instead the desription needs to ensure that thequantum number is onserved expliitly in eah event. Sine the depositedenergy is still large and is distributed over many degrees of freedom, theanonial ensemble is the ensemble of hoie.Obviously the �utuations of the energy is idential to the grand anon-ial ensemble, but �utuations of partiles whih arry the onserved hargeare a�eted. As an example, let us onsider the �utuations of Kaons in lowenergy heavy ion ollisions. At 1�2AGeV bombarding energy, only very fewkaons are being produed hNKi ' 0:1 [29℄, whih makes an expliit treat-ment of strangeness onservation neessary. For simpliity, let us onsiderKaons and Lambdas/Sigmas2 as the only partiles arrying strangeness. Inthe anonial ensemble, where strangeness is onserved expliitely, the par-tition funtion is given by [10℄2 In the following we will denote both Lambdas and Sigmas as Lambdas, but inludethe appropriate degeneray fator to take the sigmas into aount.



Flutuations in Heavy Ion Collisions 4229Z = Z0rest 1Xn=0 1n!2 �Z0KZ0��n ; (27)where Z0rest is the standard (grand anonial) partition for all the other nonstrange partiles and Z0K , Z0� are the single partile partition funtions forKaons and Lambdas, respetively,Z0K = 2V Z d3p(2�)3 exp(��EK) = N0K ; (28)Z0� = 4V Z d3p(2�)3 exp(��(E� � �B) = N0� : (29)Here, the degeneray fator of d = 2; 4 for Kaons and Lambdas, respetively,take into aount the presene of the K0 and � partiles. Note that Z0 issimply the number of partiles in the grand anonial ensemble in the limitof vanishing strange hemial potential. Given the above partition funtion,the probability Pn to �nd �n� Kaons is given by [30�32℄Pn = "nI0(2p")(n!)2 ; (30)where I0 is the modi�ed Bessel funtion and" = Z0KZ0� : (31)Given the probabilities Eq. (30), one an easily alulate the �utuationshNKi = p"I1(2p")I0(2p") ;
N2K� = " ; (32)so that the seond fatorial momentF2 � hN(N � 1)ihNi2 = 12 + "6 + : : : = 12 + hNKi6 + : : : : (33)This is to be ontrasted with the grand anonial result, whih follows inthe limit of "� 1. In this ase,
N2�g:: � hNig:: = hNi2g:: ; (34)so that F2;g:: = 1 : (35)



4230 V. KohThus for hNi � 1 the e�et of expliit strangeness onservation reduesthe seond fatorial moment by almost a fator of two. This suppression ofthe fatorial moment due to expliit harge onservation an be utilized tomeasure the degree of equilibration reahed in these ollisions.In Fig. 3, the time evolution of F2 is shown for several initial kaon num-bers. In all ases, F2 quikly rises lose to F2 ' 1 before it settles at the �nalequilibrium value of F eq2 ' 1=2. Thus, by measuring F2 one an diretly de-termine how lose to hemial equilibrium the system has developed, beforeit freezes out. In priniple a similar measurement an also be done at higherenergies for harmed mesons. To whih extent this is tehnially feasible isanother question.
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Flutuations in Heavy Ion Collisions 4231Flutuations are a well known phenomenon in the ontext of phase tran-sitions. In partiular, seond order phase transitions are aompanied by�utuations of the order parameter at all length sales, leading to phenom-ena suh as ritial opalesene [5℄. However, sine the system generated ina heavy ion ollision expands rather rapidly, ritial slowing down, anotherphenomenon assoiated with a seond order phase transition, will preventthe long wavelength modes to fully develop. In [34℄ these ompeting e�etshave been estimated and authors arrive at a maximum orrelation length ofabout � ' 3 fm if the system passes through the ritial (end) point of theQCD phase diagram.In [7℄ the authors argue that if the system freezes out lose to the ritialend-point, the long range orrelations introdued by the mass less �-modeslead to large �utuations in the pion number at small transverse momenta.In the thermodynami limit, this �utuations would diverge, but in a realistisenario, where the long wavelength modes do not have time to fully develop,the �utuations a limited by the orrelation length. In [34℄ it is estimatedthat a orrelation length of � ' 3 fm will result in � 5�10% inrease in�utuations of the mean transverse momentum, whih should be observablewith present day large aeptane detetors suh as STAR and NA49. Sinethe preise position of the ritial point is not well known, what is neededis a measurement of the exitation funtion of these �utuations.If the system undergoes a �rst order phase transition, bubble formationmay our. Sine eah bubble is expeted to deay in many partiles thisleads to large multipliity �utuations in a given rapidity interval [35, 36℄.Flutuations of partile ratios, on the other hand, should be redued dueto the orrelations indued by bubble formation [22℄.3. ConlusionsIn this ontribution we have disussed in some detail the physis of �u-tuations in the ontext of heavy ion ollisions. As this is a developing �eld,this should be onsidered as a snapshot of our present understanding ratherthen a balaned review. We have argued that �utuations are indeed a newtool to investigate the properties of the matter reated in these ollisions.As an example we have shown how harge �utuations an be utilized todetet the presene of a Quark Gluon Plasma. The �utuations of kaonsat low energy ollisions, on the other hand, may help us to pin down thequestion of equilibration in these systems.With the availability of large aeptane detetors, the measurement ofmany �utuating quantities will beome possible providing novel insightsinto the properties of the systems reated in these ollisions.
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